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Table II
POSSIBLE RELEVANT QUERY TERMS

sk/b
sksl/b2

ska/b
sk/b2

skahGIDl
+GID∗

l skhGIDl

skhGIDl
/b

sksla/b+GID∗
ksksl/b

ska+GID∗
ksk

sksla2 +GID∗
kGID∗

l sksl + (GID∗
k +GID∗

l )sksla
ska2 +GID∗

kska
ska/b+GID∗

ksk/b
skbhGIDl

(a2 + (GID∗
k +GID∗

l )a+GID∗
kGID∗

l )
skahGIDl

+GID∗
kskhGIDl

2) When trying to obtain s∗hGIDk using sk, we can observe
that in each possible query term, sk appears as multiplier
either in all monads or in none of them. Evidently, terms
without sk are useless (see Table II for the relevant
terms) for the attackers purposes and terms containing
the skhGIDl monad can be useful. As it can be seen in
Table II, there are two types of terms which contain the
necessary monad:

skahGIDl +GID∗
kskhGIDl

and
skahGIDl +GID∗

l skhGIDl .

Multiplying their subtraction by c/(GID∗
k −GID∗

l ) it is
possible to gain c ·skhGIDl , if k ̸= l. In case of k = l the
two terms are equal, and skahGIDl cannot be cancelled
out, as no other terms contain this product. Nevertheless,
according to our assumption that GID∗

l ∈ RL for all
l = 1, . . . , r there must be a k = l as k runs over 1, . . . , r.
We conclude that it is possible to gain skhGIDl for all k
for any fixed l, if the attacker has used some GIDl /∈ RL,
which is again contradiction.

Hence, we have shown that under conditions that hold
with all but O(q2/p) probability, A cannot query c(s∗hGIDk)
(neither using ωx nor sk) therefore cannot get s without
breaking the rules of the security game. It follows than, that
the advantage of A is at most O(q2/p).

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed a scheme for efficient identity-based user revo-
cation in multi-authority CP-ABE with several advantageous
feature compared with attribute-based revocation. Our results
fulfil specific needs of the cloud environment, thus optimizes
ABE for real world usage. In the future, our work can be
continued in several directions.

First and foremost, extensive comparisons are needed be-
tween the different revocation schemes proposed for CP-
ABE to understand better their performance between different
circumstances.

Securely forwarding the revocation related computations to
the CSP (or even to the user), as we mentioned in Remark
2, could allow immediate banning of a user, disallowing the
decryption of all previously (and later) encrypted ciphertexts.

Steps in this direction, without assuming trusted CSP, would
be useful.

The method of identity-based user revocation can be the
foundation of a future method that allows non monotonic ac-
cess structures in multi-authority setting. However our scheme
cannot be applied directly for this purpose, it may be used to
develop ideas in this field.

The security of our construction is proved in the generic
bilinear group model, although we believe it would be possible
to achieve full security by adapting the dual system encryption
methodology, which was also used by Lewko and Waters [8]
in their composite order group construction. This type of work
would be interesting even if it resulted in a moderate loss of
efficiency from our existing system.
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